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Hello there!
This is my first game on Steam. And the game's name is JU.

how to Play?

Use KEY WSAD(or ↑↓←→) to control the green cube move to the red area. Don't worry too much about operation, it's really
easy. But you should be really careful about the path you choose, because there are some path traps in the game, such as an

endless loop.

Features:

80 Levels

4 play rules:

1.Basis rule (Level 1 - 20): Move green cube to the end area(the red block). When you use key to move the green cube, it just
keep moving until touch a block-wall. 
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2.Following rule (Level 21 - 40): Beside the basis rule, the end area will move when you try to move the green cube. So you
should think about the strategy: move the green cube or end area as a chief way. 

3.Twins rule (Level 41 - 60): Beside the basis rule, there will be two green cubes in the game, and two end areas. And be
careful: When the green cubes touch each other, they will become one entirety.

4.Zu rule (Level 61 - 80): Beside the basis rule, you will find a few green area which will move one block. What you need
to think is that move to the end area before anyone of the green areas moves to the left-end-area. And be careful: You need
move to the every blue block one time, or the end area will be blocked. This rule could be a little hard, remember it: Think
before Move.

why Choose Ju As Game's Name?

Actually, it is the name of a piece in Chinese chess. When I played Chinese chess whit my uncle, it suddenly occurred to me that
why not add the rule of JU to a simple maze map. So I made this game, JU.

Have Fun.
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Mugwort. Sky Diamonds. I have no idea who they are or where they come from, but I am in love with them, redardless. I love it
so much....

I love Galactic Gallery. To take a traditiional style of wall art and give it a VR twist, using depth perspective and movment really
works. I've had it for a while but it looks so much better on Vive Pro. I'd like to see more of these.. Love the game but in the
jack attack, the answers are super tiny, so it's really hard to see them and answer correctly.. A videogame very funny.. Probably
my most demoed game. Pretty sure I fell the first time I played - very fast and scary. Had older people try it and they refused to
even go over the jump. Got this in a bundle, but IMO its an essential VR game to own for everyone.. Hi, It is unplayable,
Litterally crashes on the first screen.
10\/11 Highly recomended. Perfect Magicka Experience.. TUNNEL DIVERS ]

Awesome game with NO PAY TO WIN, very fast-paced, has few people online
. There are many people exploring bow mechanics and sword mechanics. We have tons of shooters. We know how those work.

This is a horse mechanic. Mounted combat simulator.

You can select your VR comfort level. When you're ready, go for the most realistic version and grab the virtual reigns as you
lead the charge over the field!

Explore virtual mounted combat and help these developers set the benchmark for horse-riding in VR! Daring!. Wow! I like this
game. I'm often playing adventure games, and like one that is interactive, with lots of puzzles, and problems to solve. It's
surprising, what you can find in this game, and there are lots of easter eggs, intergrated into the gameplay.
It's not just a one play thorugh and you're done. there are some alternative endings. it all dpends on how you play it.
So I've got a few idea, about how I will play my next game, and i'm curious to see what happens to the game play.
For a seasoned adventurer, it isn't going be too dificult, I think, but enough to keep your mind active.
If you are fairly new to this kind of gameplay, it may be a little hard to understand, at first. But don't give up, and you will be
rewarded.
At first, there were quite a few bugs, and issues with the stability, but the support for the game has been excellent. Patches and
improvements to the gameplay have been added, thick and fast. So it's even better than before. Itcan't wait for a sequell to this.
if it's based on the experience, and player feedback of this game, it will have to be even better.
If you haven't played it. You've got to try it out! There's a free demo. I recomend this game.. Got this little fella with the PDL.
Considering the price for me, good train, good train.. Ignore my playtime, it does not reflect the number of hours I've spent on
this game.

This is THE Star Wars Space Sim. Accept no substitutes. Still ubelievably good after all these years!!
Just go to www.xwaupgrade.com and https://sourceforge.net/projects/xwahacker/files/ to play it on modern PCs with HD
graphics and 16:9 / 16:10 Aspect Ratios
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A fun game. The locations felt a bit small at times, but entertaining characters and (appropriately for the genre) witty puzzles
made for a fun several hours of play.. Easy, fast paced and quirky. Definitely needs multiplayer though, which I hear is in the
pipeline. Works on Linux too!. very fun but need lot of work. Great game, it has the rare combination of music, gameplay
difficulty and aesthetics that is hard to find in indie games.
. WOW! I mean, this is just an awesome game! It offers the wonderful stragetic aspects of poker, with the bejeweled like rush
of just creating attacks and chaining them. Sure, the poker aspect can be offputting for some people, but the liberal moving of
the cards makes this game a lot more fun!. It doesn't have uplay, and that's about everything good about the game.
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